Recommended for all ages

Sending a military care package is a
great way to show your appreciation to
a service member. Follow these

CONTACT US
Submit a program request at
www.usmcmuseum.com/distance-learning.html
Questions?
distancelearning@marineheritage.org

directions to create your own military
care package.
1. Go to your local post office and
pick up a military care package kit.
This kit will hold all the items you
will be shipping.
2. Think of different items this
individual might need or like. Some
ideas could be food, games, photos,
letters, stationery items, and
necessities like clothing or shoes.
3. Once you find the items you want
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to send, seal the military care
package with tape. Also, write down
the correct shipping information so
it can go to the correct location.
4. Go to your local post office and
drop off your military care
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package!
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

HOW WE CONNECT:

Recommended for all ages

Using advanced video conferencing
technology, we can connect with
your school or organization using:

This is the Veterans
Day special topics

Zoom

program. This

Skype

program highlights
the different
military branches,
what they do and

Madeline Fanta and Gloria Sarpong
Distance Learning Educators

WE PROVIDE:
Live & Interactive Programming

why they are so

Join a Museum Educator in a 30-to-

important to our

interactive elements during lessons.

45-minute live program that utilizes

country and the

Flexible Standards of Learning

world. This program

programs that incorporate a variety

We provide detailed virtual

also features

of national Standards of Learning.

interviews with

programs are adjustable to match

retired and active

Advanced Visuals and Videos

Depending on the grade level, our
different educational standards.

duty Marines, as well

We use the best in virtual-learning

as a Marine spouse.

environment for students/organizations,

technology to simulate the museum
allowing them a closer look at our
artifacts, displays, and exhibits without
actually visiting.

Skype for Business
Google Meet
Other video conferencing options
may be available upon request

